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Bioinformatics occupies the space between biology and computing and aims to answer
questions in biology using analytical and computing methodology. At the South African
National Bioinformatics Institute (SANBI), our research focus is on methods to store, retrieve
and analyze genetic information that spans both communicable and non-communicable
diseases. In the context of Public Health, that is a need to interrogate genetic information
(DNA) from both hosts (human) and pathogens (bacterial or viruses) to understand
susceptibility to diseases and ultimately to track infection trends in real time.
The ever-increasing volume of data being generated in the public domain places a strain on
in-house computing resources. While the computing facility at SANBI-UWC is adequate for
initial R&D, these resources are inadequate to complete projects timeously. The nature of
the bioinformatics workflows that require CHPC resources can be grouped into (1) high
throughput computing resources that are needed to describe the 1000s of genetic messages
in a genome, versus (2) high performance computing resources that is needed to model a
drug-protein interaction environment - these simulations require days/weeks of dedicated
compute time.
We have leveraged the CHPC facility in the context of infectious disease research with a
view to analyze genetic variation in bacterial genomes, and to identify drug targets in
pathogen genomes. These analyzes requires an environment that is able to support
reproducible workflows and virtualization of the software environment. Examples of these
use cases will be described.
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